To Arrive Tomorrow …
A Time to Advance: Understanding the Significance of the
Hebrew Tribes and Months!
Dear Advancing Saints:
Great news! Our shipment of A Time to Advance will arrive tomorrow. For all of you who have preordered a
copy, these will begin to be mailed out tomorrow … so look for yours as early as next week. You will want this
incredible 328 page book! Through the end of this month, you can purchase a copy for only $12 (regularly
$15). If you purchase 10 or more copies, the cost is only $8 each. Order yours today by going clicking HERE
or calling 1-888-965-1099 or 1-940-382-7231.

A Triumphant Reserve is arising through the earth today! The Hebrews living in Egypt for over 400 years
emerged as the first Triumphant Reserve. Exodus 6:26 says, “Bring out the children of Israel from the land of
Egypt according to their armies.” Even in a war season, God’s army has different rules by which we must
play. They must understand time, timing, and God-given missions that lead to triumph.
Time produces champions. To triumph means “to celebrate and rejoice with victory and jubilation.” Triumph
indicates that an advantage has been gained over the enemy. Success has been granted through a supernatural
grace that has been released.
The Lord designed time with a built-in blessing for us to claim and walk in. As you identify your tribe and
divinely align in time with God’s calendar, you will discover how to find your position in God’s Kingdom, how
to war effectively for your inheritance, and then walk in His blessings.
A Time to Advance: Understanding the Significance of the Hebrew Tribes and Months will help you
understand how God, from the past, develops His whole conquering army for today. You will also understand

how each part moves together, and the redemptive quality of God’s covenant plan for Israel. This will help
ground you on how we are grafted into a movement in days ahead.
As you learn how to think like God thinks and study the Hebrew tribes and months you will receive prophetic
understanding of how the Lord orders your steps throughout the year. You will also see your place in God’s
next Triumphant Reserve that is rising in the Earth today. Participating in Firstfruits giving and celebrating
Rosh Chodesh on a monthly basis allows you to appropriate His promised blessings. By doing what His Word
and His Spirit tell you to do, giving Him the sacrifice of worship, and staying in the glory of His presence no
matter what is happening in your circumstances, you will be rightly aligned and positioned for advancement in
His time!
Blessings,

Chuck D. Pierce

